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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a rectangular aerostatic bearing with multiple supply holes is optimised with a multi-objective optimisation approach. The design variables taken into account are the supply holes position, their number and diameter, the
supply pressure, while the objective functions are the load capacity, the air consumption and the stiffness and damping
coefficients. A genetic algorithm is applied in order to find the Pareto set of solutions. The novelty with respect to other
optimisations which can be found in literature is that number and location of the supply holes is completely free and not
associated to a pre-defined scheme. A vector x associated with the supply holes location is introduced in the design
parameters and given in input to the optimizer.
Keywords: Multi-objective optimisation, gas lubrication, genetic algorithm.

Many applications, which require low friction motion, employ gas bearings. These applications interest two main
fields: the high speed and the high precision sectors. For a good design of the components, it is essential to have
sufficiently accurate numerical models that allow a good estimation of their static and dynamic characteristics.
The gas bearing design is often driven by the necessity of maximizing a parameter, such as the load capacity, the
stiffness, the damping capability, the stability margin or minimizing the air consumption, the friction coefficient and
the power losses. In literature, there are many works on this topic, with the aim of choosing the best geometry of a
journal bearing, an axial thrust bearing or a slider.
The geometrical design variables can regard i) the supply system, such as orifices, grooves, slots or porous areas,
ii) the shape of the air gap, such as the conicity of the gap in aerostatic pads [1] or the profile of waved journal bearings
[2] or iii) the topology of the slider in near contact recording field [3].
Ref. [4] optimises the size of porous material regions of square shape in order to maximize the bearing stiffness and
minimize the air consumption simultaneously. The same geometry is re-designed in [5] considering the Pareto fronts
of the load capacity vs stiffness and of the air consumption vs stiffness.
A spiral groove dynamic thrust bearing is designed to maximize the stiffness in [6]. In this case, the generally used
logarithmic spiral is modified with a spline function. Refs. [7, 8] optimise a spiral groove thrust bearing and the herringbone grooved journal bearings for maximizing the dynamic stability and for minimizing the windage losses in a
heat pump turbocompressor.
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In hard disk drives (HDD) technology, different studies on the shape of the slider have been conducted, such as in
[3, 9, 10]. The purpose is to have a stiff bearing in order to guarantee a constant flying height over the entire disk. The
optimisation algorithm is aimed to optimise the air bearing contour for optimum shock response in [11]. Paper [12]
considers the optimisation of the head shape of a video tape recorder, in which the rotation of the drum creates an air
film between the magnetic medium and the head. To this purpose, a genetic algorithm is developed in conjunction with
finite element method.
Focusing the attention on the optimisation methods used in gas lubrication problems, researchers have developed
different strategies. Evolutionary methods, such as genetic algorithm (GA) methods, take advantage of parallel computing, as they need to perform many simulations independently. The genetic algorithm was firstly used in 60s and
70s, see [13], while the first multi-objective GA, called Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm, was proposed in 80s in
[14]. Then, many evolutionary algorithms for multi-objective optimization were proposed, see e.g. [15-22].
Regarding gas bearings optimization, Ref. [23] adopts this strategy to solve a multi-objective optimisation problem.
Paper [24] uses a multi-objective optimiser based on evolutionary algorithms to maximize the stability and minimize
the power losses of herringbone grooved gas bearings supporting a high-speed rotor. GA is also used in the topology
optimisation of the hard disk driver (HDD) slider [25]; the genetic algorithm is employed for the determination of the
optimal solution from the possible candidates. A hybrid approach is used in [26] to optimise a porous air bearing: the
genetic algorithm is used as an initial method for few generations; the simplex method is then activated and applied
until a solution is found. An optimisation method using non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) is applied
for a two-objective optimisation to achieve a minimum air consumption and maximum load capacity in [27]. Simulated
annealing is used in Ref. [28] for the design of a sub-25 nm fly height slider for near contact recording applications.
Paper [29] adopts the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method in order to meet the desired flying characteristics of the slider over the entire recording band. A deterministic global optimisation technique is employed in [30]
for the slider surface design in HDD.
In metrology, there is the need of optimising the geometry of the aerostatic bearings that sustain the measuring
machine. For example Refs. [31, 32] consider a multi-orifice pad and optimise the number and diameter of supply
orifices positioned along two lines in order to minimize the inverse of the load, the inverse of stiffness and the flow.
In [33] a rectangular aerostatic pad with multiple supply holes is studied and the effect of design variables on the static
performance is evaluated with a multi-objective optimisation approach based on genetic algorithms. Anyway, only
static characteristics of the pad are considered and the geometry is limited by the localization of the supply holes along
a rectangular perimeter.
In order to emancipate from a fixed scheme in which the supply holes are positioned, the present paper examines a
rectangular pad letting to the optimiser to choose number and position of the supply holes. This is a novelty, as in
literature can be found optimizations in which the supply holes are a-priori positioned following a given scheme, e.g.
at a given distance from the pad edges like in [33], or along two or three rows like in [31, 32]. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, there are no works in literature dealing with the optimization of aerostatic pads endowed of supply holes
whose number and position is completely free. Moreover, the analysis entails not only the static characteristics of the
pad, such as the load capacity and the air consumption, but also the stiffness and damping coefficients.
The objectives of maximizing load capacity, stiffness and damping capability and minimizing the air consumption
are conflicting. One possibility to solve this problem is to define a linear combination of these objective functions with
given weighting factors, but the results are quite sensitive to the chosen weights. As an alternative, the multi-objective
approach can be considered, treating the objectives as equal entities and providing distortion-free information about
the ideal trade-off between the objectives. The Pareto front shows many available solutions from which the designer
can select the best trade-off among the possible conflicting objective functions. For this reason, in this paper the multiobjective procedure is adopted in order to visualize the ideal trade-off between the conflicting objectives and let the
engineer to make decision about the final design.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
For the reader's convenience, in this section the model used is briefly recalled. The numerical model has been validated through an extensive experimental campaign, as described in [34].
A rectangular pad of dimensions Lx and Ly along x and y directions is considered. The number of the supply holes,
their diameter and their position are parameters to be determined by means of the optimisation process. A uniform
mesh is considered, with n and m nodes along x and y directions respectively. Reynolds equation (1) for gas lubricated
films is discretized with finite differences under the assumption of isothermal flow expansion:
+

= 12

(1)

where p is the pressure, h is the air gap under the pad, and µ the air viscosity. In case of presence of the supply hole,
the mass balance equation (2) in the controlled volume is considered, see Figure 1:
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where (",) is the boundary of the control volume around node (i,j), *",) is the surface of the control volume, T is the
temperature, R is the gas constant equal to 287 J/(kg K), and Gin is the mass flow through the supply hole. Eq. (2) is
discretized with finite difference technique using a mesh of 50x75 elements.
In sonic conditions the input flow is given by:
!"# = +, - . +/

(3)

0

where kT depends on the temperature ratio and is defined as - . = 1 2 ⁄ , c1 is the conductance, given by
+, =

2.567 :/;<
√9.

(4)

=

and ds is the supply holes diameter. Standard condition is defined as T0=293.5 K and p0=100 kPa. In subsonic
conditions the flow is
!"# = +, - . +/ 0 11 > ? @

(5)

where the pressure ratio ? is
?=

A ⁄ ; BC

(6)

,BC

being pc the supply holes downstream pressure, ps the input air pressure, and b the critical pressure ratio. Discharge
coefficient cd is defined using an experimentally obtained formula, see [35]. As stated in the mentioned paper, this
coefficient relates the experimental air flow that crosses the supply orifice with the theoretical air flow, calculated in
the isentropic expansion condition. Therefore, eq. (7) is used to calculate the discharge coefficient:
+/ = 0.85G1 > H B6.@

⁄/;

I

Fig. 1

(7)

5 points stencil around the control volume centered in (i,j).

Let c denote the damping, k the stiffness, F the load capacity and G the mass air flow. Stiffness and damping
coefficients are obtained supposing a small sinusoidal perturbation of the air gap (J = 0.5 L at a given frequency
ω around the steady operating point
=

0

+ J MN OP

(8)

and calculating the resulting bearing force
Q = Q0 + JQMN

OP + ?

(9)

where ? is the phase lag between F and h. JQ depends on the pad stiffness; it ranges from 20 to 100 N.
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The coefficients are then computed by
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The following dimensionless parameters are then defined:
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where G1 is the air flow of a reference pad at infinite air gap, while href, dref are the reference values for the air gap
and the supply holes diameter. G1 is calculated considering the reference supply holes diameter dref, a reference value
for the supply pressure ps,ref=7∙105 Pa, and a reference holes number Nref=60.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTIMISATION APPROACH
In this section the optimisation framework followed herein is described. The target is to automatically design an
optimal pad (namely, to automatically detect an optimal number and distribution of holes, and an optimal supply pressure) by simultaneously maximizing damping, stiffness, load capacity, and minimizing mass air flow. The target is
pursued by using a multi-objective optimisation approach. In the next section the objective functions and the design
parameters are introduced.
3.1 Optimisation problem
The following objective functions are considered:
•
f1=-c (the opposite of the damping coefficient);
•
f2=-k (the opposite of the stiffness coefficient);
•
f3=-F (the opposite of the load capacity);
•
f4=G (the mass air flow).
The following design parameters are introduced:
1.
ps ∈ is the input air pressure; it is assumed to be a continuous variable;
2.
% ∈ k0,1lm ⊂ m is a vector of q unknowns representing possible presence of holes in the reduced pad; assuming that the nodes of the mesh grid are denoted by Pl, l=1,…,q=n∙m, each component xl of x is a binary variable,
namely xl=1 represents the hole presence at point Pl, whereas xl=0 means that no hole is present at Pl;
3.
d ∈ m is a vector whose component dl, l=1…q, represents the diameter of a possible hole in position Pl;
each component is assumed to be a continuous variable.
The design variables are collected in a vector y = (ps, d, x)T ∈ ,o@m . Note that since variables xl are binary, one
immediately has that the sum of all these binary variables equals the number of holes Nh:
∑mqr, %q = s

12

Suitable constraints are imposed on the design variables, namely:
1. bound constraints are imposed both on ps and on d: pmin ≤ ps ≤ pmax, dmin ≤ dl ≤ dmax where pmin, pmax (dmin,
dmax) represent lower and upper bounds on ps (on dl, respectively);
2. a minimum and a maximum number of holes is also considered, through the constraint
m

st"# ≤ ∑qr, %q ≤ stv

(13)

As a whole, there are therefore a two-sided linear constraint and bound constraints on all the variables (note that
also the binary variables are in fact bound constrained by the values 0 and 1). The problem is rewritten as:
LN

∈9 wx<y

Gz, & , z@ & , z & , z= & I

(14)

subject to {& ≤ |, } ≤ & ≤ ~, where{ ∈ @× ,o@m and b ∈ @ are introduced to rewrite (12) in the matrix form
{& ≤ |, and }, ~ ∈ ,o@m are vectors collecting the lower and upper bounds, respectively. The bound constraints } ≤
& ≤ ~ are meant component-wise.
4
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Problem (13) is a multi-objective optimisation problem, in which one seeks a solution which simultaneously minimizes all the given objective functions f1,…, f4. If the objective functions fi have a conflicting behaviour, a y value that
simultaneously minimizes all objectives may fail to exist and the so-called Pareto optimal solutions are sought instead.
Pareto optimal solutions of a problem of type (13) consist in a set YP of vectors & ∗ ∈ ,o@m such that none of the
corresponding values for the objective functions f1 (& ∗ ), f2 (& ∗ ), f3 (& ∗ ), f4 (& ∗ ) can be further reduced without increasing
some of the other ones. In other words, for each & ∗ ∈ YP and for each & ∈ ,o@m , if there exists N ∈ k1, … ,4l such that
z" & ≤z" & ∗ , then there also exists j ≠ i, ƒ ∈ k1, … ,4l, such that z) & ∗ ≤z) & . Elements of set YP are also called nondominated or rank 1 individuals. Furthermore, for each n … 2 , a vector & ∈ ,o@m is said to have rank n if it is dominated only by vectors with rank lower than n.
Figure 2 depicts an example of a typical representation of Pareto optimal solutions for a hypothetical problem with
two conflicting objective functions f1 and f2. The plot is reported in the (f1, f2) plane, and the dots correspond to possible
outputs of simulations. Among such points, the red dots correspond to Pareto optimal solutions; this set of points is
also called Pareto's front. The black dots correspond to non-optimal points, namely, points for which some improvement can still be obtained on at least one of the two objectives without compromising the other.
In the next section the approach adopted to solve the mixed-integer multi-objective optimisation problem (13) using
a genetic algorithm is sketched; the results obtained are discussed in section 4.

Fig. 2

Example of Pareto optimal solutions. Red dots: optimal solutions (Pareto Front); black dots: non-optimal
points.

3.2 Numerical implementation
Term Genetic algorithms (GA) refers to a family of derivative-free optimisation algorithms inspired by biological
evolution process, that can be applied both in mono-objective and multi-objective optimisation. In general, these kinds
of algorithms consist in an iterative process that, starting from a random set of points, at iteration k+1, k≥0, computes
a new set of points, called (k+1)-th generation, that is closer to the minimizer (mono-objective optimisation) or to the
Pareto front (multi-objective optimisation) than the points of previous generation are. Given the multi-objective optimisation problem (13), a multi-objective GA performs the optimisation process as follows [36, p.9]:
1. Initial population: the algorithm creates an initial random population !2 = †&, 2 , … , &‡2 ˆ (Generation 0)
with all elements, or most of them, satisfying the given constraints;
2. Evolution: let Gk be the last generation computed, then a new generation !ho, = †&, ho, , … , &‡ho, ˆ is created from the population of Gk. Given a fixed fraction parameter ∈ 0 , 1 , a number of elements equal to
⋅ s is generated using a crossover operation, creating a set Xk, while ( > 1 ⋅ s elements are generated
with a mutation operation, creating a set Mk. These operations are such that:
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Crossover: the set Xk is arbitrarily created from information of pairs of elements in Gk chosen with
respect to an arbitrary selection criterion (elements in Xk are then called “crossover children” and
the couples of selected elements are called “parents”);
b. Mutation: the set Mk is created by perturbing, with respect to a given rule, some elements in Gk
selected with the same criterion used for parents of Xk (elements in Mk are then called “crossover
children”).
Once computed Xk and Mk , an “extended population” YYY
!h = !h ∪ Œh ∪ •h is considered and Gk+1 is obtained trimming YYY
!h to have N elements by retaining a suitable number of individuals of each rank.
Iteration or stop: a fraction of elements of the “local” Pareto front of Gk+1 (namely, the set of rank 1 elements
of Gk+1) are selected with respect to a “crowding” distance measure. If these subset of elements Pk+1 does not
significantly improve on the one of Gk (with respect to a spread measure), then the algorithm returns P* = Pk+1
as Pareto's front. Else, the algorithm continues from step 2.
a.

3.

The numerical experiments reported herein are obtained using the MATLAB routine gamultiobj, a function that
finds the Pareto front of multiple cost functions using a genetic algorithm. All details about parents selection, crowding
distance and spread measure used by gamultiobj are described in [36, p.6-10] and [37, p.43-45]. The value used for
parameter p was 0.8 (default option) and the number of rank 1 elements chosen at step 3 is equal to the minimum value
between 0.35 ⋅ N and their total number (default option).
In MATLAB genetic algorithms ga and gamultiobj (for mono-objective and multi-objective optimisation, respectively) the user may choose between some default, general-purpose creation, mutation and crossover functions, which
allow to set the criteria under-pinning steps 1, 2.a. and 2.b.. The optimisation problem (13) is a mixed-integer optimisation problem with linear and bound constraints. Since function gamultiobj, unlike ga, is not designed for managing
mixed-integer problems, none of the default, general-purpose built-in functions available in MATLAB was well-suited
for tackling problem (13), and most of them was even not applicable. The design of new functions, tailored on the
specific problem (13), represented a further step towards the improvement of the overall behaviour of the algorithm.
Hence, new functions have been created, tailored on the mixed-integer multi-objective optimisation problem described in previous sections. The new functions introduced are the following:
Creation Function: The tailored creation function has been built from scratch. This function creates a population
of random vectors !2 = †&, 2 , … , &‡2 ˆ ⊂ ,o@m such that, for each & = 0 , , % ∈ !2 it is:
•
•

ps randomly chosen from a continuous uniform distribution on [pmin, pmax];
x a binary vector in m with an initial number of elements set to 1 that is equal to the (rounded) average of
Nmin and Nmax; the elements to be set equal to 1 are uniformly randomly chosen;
• d is first built as a uniform random vector in m , with entries randomly chosen between dmin and dmax. Then,
for each l such that xl = 0, the corresponding diameter dl is set to 0.
Mutation function: The tailored mutation function modifies the standard MATLAB function mutationadaptfeasible.m generating elements in Mk that satisfy bounds and linear constraints. Then the components of & = 0 , , % ∈
•h corresponding to x are rounded to transform them in binary variables; finally, if some xl is equal to 0, the function
sets the corresponding diameter dl to 0.
Crossover function: The tailored crossover function modifies the standard MATLAB function crossoverintermediate.m. The new function creates a set Xk of children by taking a weighted average of the parents such that, for
each & • ∈Xk with parents y1, y2, we have & • = 1 > ‘ &, + ‘&@ , being r a uniform random number in [0, 1]. Then, for

each & • = 0• , • , % • ∈ Xk it rounds vector's components % • = & •,omo, , … , & •,o@m to values 0 or 1 and, if some %q• =
0, it sets the corresponding diameter q• to 0.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The results of the optimisation are here presented in dimensionless form (see section 2). The bounds of the design
parameters are selected on the base of the commonly used values in applications. They are specified by Nmin = 4 and
Nmax = 60, pmin = 4.5∙105 Pa and pmax = 7∙105 Pa, dYmin = 0.5 and dYmax = 4. The objective functions are calculated at hY=
0.8, while stiffness and damping coefficients are calculated perturbing the air gap around the static value with a sinusoid of amplitude ’hY= 0.05 and frequency f = 100 Hz. As far as GA parameters are concerned, the population size, at
each generation, was set to 350 elements and two stopping criteria have been used: a maximum number of 500 generations and a tolerance equal to 10-4 for the average change in the spread of Pareto solutions.
Two cases were analysed: in the first one, the presence of a supply hole in the center of the pad was forced; in the
6
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second one, the possibility of positioning a supply hole in the center or not was given to the genetic algorithm.
The rank 1 elements of the last generation are 144 out of 350 members of the population in the first case and 149
out of 350 in the second case; However, in the Pareto sets returned by the algorithm are present 123 ≈ 0.35 ⋅ 350
configurations for each case, due to the reasons described at the step 3 of Section 3.2. In both cases the solution presents
some recurrent holes disposition, which are characterized by different supply pressure and mean holes diameter. Authors have noticed that when the central hole is forced (first case) its diameter is much greater than the diameter of the
other holes. In this case, the other holes are quite far from the central hole. Moreover, when the central hole is not
forced (second case), the central hole is never present.
4.1 Analysis of the Pareto front
The 4D Pareto fronts obtained in the optimisation process in the two cases of central hole forced or not are reported
in Figure 3.
In such figure, the Pareto front is plotted in the f1, f2, f3 space, while the air consumption is represented by means of
the colour scale. The Pareto fronts have a similar helical shape in both cases. The average holes diameter obtained
within the optimisation process is also represented in this figure by means of the dots diameter, which is proportional
to the mean diameter of the supply holes. It can be noticed that the mean diameter increases moving on the Pareto front
towards higher load capacity and air consumption of the pad.
In Figure 4 the same 4D Pareto fronts are visualized with also the non-optimal individuals (more than one half of
the population) obtained at the last generation.
In order to better understand possible correlations among the design parameters under investigation, some 2D projections of the Pareto front are depicted in Figure 5. The following considerations can be deduced from these projections:
• on the Pareto front an increase on the load capacity corresponds to an increase of air consumption and
damping coefficient (see top and bottom panels, respectively);
• maximum stiffness is obtained at an average load capacity; if the load capacity is increased or decreased
from this point, stiffness is decreased (middle panels);
• it is impossible to simultaneously maximize both damping and stiffness, as damping increases with load capacity, whereas stiffness has a non-monotonic behaviour with respect to load capacity.
The high variation of the objective functions is mainly due to the change in supply pressure, but also the mean
diameter, the number and the disposition of the supply holes have a non-negligible influence.
4.2. Comparison of configurations at the same supply pressure
In order to deduce the effect of the holes location on the pad performance, some example elements of the Pareto set
displaying approximately the same supply pressure are selected for a comparison. Considering the first case (central
hole forced), configurations 85, 103 and 111 have supply pressure around 6 bar. Table 1 reports the mean diameter of
the supply holes, the standard deviation of the diameters distribution, the supply pressure and the number of holes
together with the values of the four objective functions. In Figure 6 are also depicted the holes dispositions, with dots
size proportional to the supply hole diameter. In Figure 7 the objective functions are represented vs the air gap hY. These
graphs complete the data provided in Table 1, which are valid at hY= 0.8.
Table 1 Example of comparison of three configurations at similar supply pressure, with central hole forced.
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4D Pareto front (top: central hole forced; bottom: central hole not forced). Dot colouring refers to air consumption; dot size proportional to average diameter size of the holes.
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4D Pareto front (top: central hole forced; bottom: central hole not forced) with also non-optimal individuals
(in black).
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Fig. 5

Projection on 2D planes of the Pareto front with central hole forced (left) or not forced (right).

It is possible to notice that the disposition of holes of configurations 85 and 111 is very similar, apart four holes,
but the mean diameter is different. Due to the greater mean diameter (+16%), in configuration 111 at Y = 0.8 the load
capacity, the damping capability and the air consumption are increased of 10%, 21% and 28% respectively, while
stiffness is decreased of 17%. Comparing config. 85 with config. 103, the number of holes and their mean diameter
are approximately the same, but their disposition in config. 103 is moved towards the center of the pad. As a result of
this, the air consumption decreases (-50%), but also the stiffness (-52%). The decreased air flow can be explained by
the higher pneumatic resistance between holes and the edges of the pad, whereas the decreased stiffness can be explained by the lower sensitivity of the pressure distribution with respect to the air gap.
Considering the second case (central hole not forced), configurations 21, 29, 34 and 118 are selected at a supply
pressure near 6 bar. Table 2 lists the data on geometry and on the objective functions, while Figure 8 depicts the holes
dispositions and Figure 9 represents the objective functions vs the air gap hY.
10
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Table 2 Example of comparison of four configurations at similar supply pressure, with central hole not forced.

Fig. 6

Journal of Mechanics

Holes disposition of the example configurations listed in Table 1.

11

Fig. 7

Static and dynamic characteristics of the example configurations listed in Table 1; coefficients k (stiffness)
and c (damping) are calculated at f = 100 Hz.

Configurations 21 and 34 have exactly the same holes disposition; only the mean diameter of the supply holes
changes. Load capacity, air consumption and damping are slightly increased (+3.5%, +11% and +3.5% respectively)
due to the slight increase of the mean diameter (+7.5%). Stiffness is slightly decreased (-5%). The static characteristics
vs the air gap are very similar, with also the dynamic coefficients of stiffness and damping, calculated at f = 100 Hz.
In config. 118 all supply holes have a diameter coincident with the lower bound. If compared with config. 21, which
has a similar mean diameter of supply holes, the air consumption is greater, while the load capacity and the damping
coefficient are much lower. Stiffness is very high, due to the distribution of the supply holes, very near to the edges of
the pad. Anyway, the stiffness sensitivity respect to the air gap is very high, while for configs. 21, 29 and 34 stiffness
is little sensitive to the air gap. This is because while in these three configs. the holes are positioned far from the edges
of the pad, in config. 118 the holes are positioned near the edges. Configuration 29 has greater mean diameter (+138%)
and number of supply holes (+38%) than configuration 21; for this reason, the load capacity and the air consumption
are greater (+45% and +43% respectively). The stiffness coefficient is much lower (-71%) while the influence on
damping capability is not always the same, as it depends on the air gap value. Anyway, the different disposition of the
supply holes between configs. 29 and 21 could influence this comparison.
4.3. Effect of the supply pressure
In Figure 10 all points of the Pareto front are reported versus the supply pressure in case of central hole imposed.
The effect of the supply pressure on the objective functions is not so evident, as also other parameters such as the
mean diameter and the number of the supply holes influence them. Anyway, it is well known that increasing the supply pressure all the objective functions increase, and this trend is confirmed from the graphs.

12
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Fig. 8

Holes disposition of the example configurations listed in Table 2.

4.4. Effect of the mean holes diameter
Figure 11 shows the effect of the average supply holes diameter on the objective functions, calculated at hY= 0.8:
increasing it, load capacity, air flow and damping are increased, while stiffness generally is decreased. Stiffness
could increase in some cases at high air gaps, when the load capacity is compromised by excessively small orifices.
4.5. Considerations on the supply holes number
Table 3 indicates the number of the supply holes of the configurations obtained in the last population by the genetic algorithm. It is worth noting that in the Pareto set there are no configurations with a number of supply holes
lower than 24. The holes number is far from the bounds defined (Nmin = 4, Nmax = 60). This means that in order to design an optimised pad with multiple supply holes, 4 holes are too few and 60 holes are too many.
Table 3 Occurrences of configurations in the Pareto front with a given number of supply holes.
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Fig. 9

Static and dynamic characteristics of the example configurations listed in Table 2; coefficients k (stiffness)
and c (damping) are calculated at f = 100 Hz.

Fig. 10 Objective functions versus supply pressure ps (central hole forced).
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Fig. 11 Objective functions versus the mean supply holes diameter ds (central hole forced).

5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents an optimisation approach for multiple orifices aerostatic pad which involves the possibility to
consider also number and disposition of the holes as a design parameter, without a pre-defined scheme. In order to
consider the holes location in the design variable of the optimizer, creation, mutation and crossover functions have
been written. The optimisation process defines a set of optimal solutions in the Pareto front. Depending on the application, the designer can select a solution giving priority to some objective functions with respect to others, e.g. giving more importance to the load capacity maximization or to the stiffness coefficient maximization.
The effect of the design parameters has been discussed and the following conclusions can be drawn:
•
on the Pareto front there is an evident relationship between the objective function behaviours;
•
on the Pareto front damping coefficient increases together with load capacity and air consumption, while
stiffness is maximum at average load capacities;
•
on the Pareto front there are no configurations with less than 24 supply holes;
•
increasing the mean diameter of the supply holes entails an increase of load capacity, damping capability
and air consumption;
•
stiffness can be increased reducing the mean diameter of the supply holes; anyway this is not always true,
especially at high air gaps in case the orifice diameter is too small;
•
moving the supply holes towards the center i) increases the load capacity and makes the pad more performing at high air gaps, as the load capacity decrement is lower with respect to configurations with supply holes near the
edges; ii) reduces air consumption and stiffness; iii) reduces the stiffness sensitivity respect to the air gap.
Journal of Mechanics
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In a future work, authors intend to perform multiobjective optimisations considering a fixed supply pressure and
only two objective functions, like e.g. (f1, f4), (f2, f4), or (f3, f4) in order to compare the optimisation results with those
obtained considering all four objectives.
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NOMENCLATURE
h
k
f1÷f4
F
c
p
pc
ps
pa

µ
t
R
G
cd
T
ds
kT
?
O
”
N

air gap height, m;
pad stiffness, N/m;
objective functions;
pad load capacity, N;
pad damping coefficient, Ns/m;
pressure, Pa;
supply holes downstream pressure, Pa;
pad supply pressure, Pa;
ambient pressure, Pa;
dynamic air viscosity, kg/(m∙s);
time, s;
gas constant, J/(kg∙K);
mass air flow, kg/s;
discharge coefficient of the supply hole;
absolute temperature, K;
supply holes diameter, m;
temperature ratio;
pressure ratio;
perturbation frequency, rad/s;
phase lag between force and air gap, rad;
number of supply holes;
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Fig. 1

5 points stencil around the control volume centered in (i,j).

Fig. 2

Example of Pareto optimal solutions. Red dots: optimal solutions (Pareto Front); black dots: non-optimal
points.

Fig. 3

4D Pareto front (top: central hole forced; bottom: central hole not forced). Dot colouring refers to air consumption; dot size proportional to average diameter size of the holes.

Fig. 4

4D Pareto front (top: central hole forced; bottom: central hole not forced) with also non-optimal individuals
(in black).
Fig. 5

Projection on 2D planes of the Pareto front with central hole forced (left) or not forced (right).
Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Static and dynamic characteristics of the example configurations listed in Table 1; coefficients k (stiffness)
and c (damping) are calculated at f = 100 Hz.
Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Holes disposition of the example configurations listed in Table 1.

Holes disposition of the example configurations listed in Table 2.

Static and dynamic characteristics of the example configurations listed in Table 2; coefficients k (stiffness)
and c (damping) are calculated at f = 100 Hz.
Fig. 10 Objective functions versus supply pressure ps (central hole forced).
Fig. 11 Objective functions versus the mean supply holes diameter ds (central hole forced).
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